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Senate seeks
restraining order
against Dille

advocate

moorhead state
Sept. 14, 1972
Vol. 2, No. 2

By STEVE BOND
In an effort to retrieve a
portion of the gate receipts from
last Saturday's football game
between Concordia and MSC,
the Student Senate has
supported the efforts of Senate
Treasurer Paul Ottinger to
secure a temporary restraining
against President Roland Dille
which would prevent him from
spending or redistributing that
money.
Traditionally, the Moorhead
Area Chamber of Commerce
sponsors the contest, financing
such direct expenses as the
salaries of the officials and
grounds crew and the rental of
the stadium. The net profits are
then devided between MSC and
Concordia, with MSC's portion
given to the Century Club, an
independent body which grants
athletic scholarships to MSC

State College Board Rules
and Regulations, 1003, section
C, states:
"All receipts from the Student
Activities Fee as authorized in
Minnesota Statutes (M.S. 1969,
Chapter 136.11 Subd. 2) and ail
receipts from events sponsored
under the Student Activity
Account, e.g., athletic events,
plays, concerts, shall be
deposited in this account.
Believing that MSC students
helped sponsor last Saturday's
game and that the above
statement from the State
College Board rules are
applicable to this instance,
Ottinger claims the Student
Senate is "prepared to take
whatever actions necessary to
return the profits into the
Student Activities Account."

(Students.
/•

The Senate believes that this
year's profits should be
deposited into the Student
Activities Account, not the
Century Club.

Action was first taken last
Friday when Ottinger
attempted to obtain legal
counsel from Special Assistant
to the Attorney General Peter
Nelson. Ottinger was advised to
consult a lawyer.

Ottinger claims the athletic
was partially sponsored
by MSC students themselves.
He feels that such indirect
expenses as those covering
student help, photography, pregame meals, scouting,
telephone calls, student
coaching help, physician and
training care, student visitation
and spring training, came out of
the Student Activites Fund.

Saturday and Sunday were
marked by phone calls from
Ottinger to several Moorhead
lawyers, all of whom declined to
assist him. Ottinger claims that
Clay County Judge Homer
Saetre advised him to go to
Fargo because most of the
Moorhead lawyers would
possibly have conflict of
interests.

MOORHEAD STATE STUDENT SENATE
56560
Moorhead, Minnesota

September 11, 1972

Dear President Dille,
As you know, approxinatelv olO,OUO was collected in pate reciepts at the MSCConcordia game. SOB 10u3 states "all reciepts from events sponsored under
the Student Activity Account, e.rr. athletic events, plays, concerts, shall
be deposited in this account." I believe these Junds should be deposited in the
* Student Activities Account, not in the Century Club account to provide for
scholarsnips.
I would appreciate your view on this matter, in writing, at your earliest possible
convenience.

Sincerely,
Paul Ottinrer
Treasurer, Student Senate
PO/dz

Above,
Senate
Treasurer Paul Ottinger
explains his decision.
On the left is the letter
that Paul Ottinger sent to
President
Dille
concerning the retention
of profits secured from
the
MSC-Concordia
football game.
To the right is the
unexpected reply that
Ottinger received from
the attorney general's
office informing him that
it is against state statutes
to retain private legal
counsel for a state
institution.

DEPARTMENT ADHINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS

:

TO

_

Office Memorandum

Mr. Paul Ottinger
Treasurer, Student Senate

FROM

Earl R. Herring
•(.
Vice President f o r Administrative A f f a i r s

SUBJECT;

College Activity Account

DATE;

S e p t . 1 2 , 1972

As a r e s u l t of your c a l l l a s t Friday t o Mr. P e t e r Nelson, Special A s s i s t 
ant of t h e Attorney General's O f f i c e , he c a l l e d me t h i s morning, Tuesday, September
1 2 t h , concerning t h e c o l l e g e a c t i v i t y fund i s s u e and, s p e c i f i c a l l y , t o advise on
t h e l e g a l i t y of using s t a t e funds t o employ p r i v a t e counsel. He advised t h a t Chapter
8.06 of the S t a t e S t a t u t e s s p e c i f i c a l l y f o r b i d s r e t a i n i n g p r i v a t e counsel by s t a t e
agencies. Legal counsel f o r s t a t e agencies can only be obtained by the Board of
such agency by requesting s p e c i a l a s s i s t a n c e from the S t a t e Attorney General's Of
fice.
As a follow-up t o t h a t conversation, Mr. Norman Dybdahl c a l l e d me on
Tuesday afternoon and advised t h a t he would be sending me a memorandum summarizing
Mr. Nelson s opinion on the l e g a l i t y of paying p r i v a t e counsel. I advised Mr.
Dybdahl a t t h a t point t h a t the Student Senate h a s , in f a c t , r e t a i n e d counsel f o r
some limited s e r v i c e (estimated a t approximately $50) and t h a t i t would c r e a t e a
d i f f i c u l t problem f o r the individuals involved t o pay f o r t h a t s e r v i c e
He advised
t h a t under the circumstances he thought i t would be acceptable t o pay those c o s t s
out of a c t i v i t y funds, but t h a t no a d d i t i o n a l a t t o r n e y ' s f e e s could be so p a i d .
As I mentioned e a r l i e r , Mr. Dybdahl will put t h e s e opinions in the form
of a memo t o me, and 1 w i l l convey them t o you a s soon as they a r r i v e .
This was of such immediate importance t h a t I decided t o send you t h i s
information p r i o r t o the response t h e President w i l l make t o your l e t t e r of Monday
September 11th. I am a t t a c h i n g a copy of S t a t e S t a t u t e 8.06 f o r your qeneral i n - '
formation.

ERH:mkl
cc:

President Roland D i l l e
Vice President Robert MacLeod
Mr. David S t r a u s s , P r e s i d e n t , Student Senate
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Gordy Patzer MSC student, a visitor to the center, spured on audience
participation. Photo by Tom Tollefson.

day care for tots
Moorhead State College has care center for still younger
expanded its day-care nursery children is opening this week in
service this year so that it can an MSC-owned home on 16th
now care for any child from six Street South on the MSC
weeks to five years of age.
Campus.
In addition to an earlierannounced program for twoyear-olds starting this fall in
MSC's Lommen Hall, a day-

Senate
(from page 1)

Parents of very young
children anywhere in the FargoMoorheadarea may utilize this
service, regardless of which
state they live in or whether or
not they have any association
with MSC. Married students
who have small children are
particularly encouraged to
investigate.

Two new frogs added to the Day Care Center fish pond. Photo by Tom
Tollefson.

announced center on an hourly
basis, according to Miss
Dorothy Dodds, assistant
professor of Education and one
of the organizers of the day-care
programs.
The latest proqram to be
announced for the very young
will be under the direction of
Pat Teiken of Dilworth, an MSC
graduate in Education, who will
b e
a s s i s t e d
b y
paraprofessionals.
Parents interested may
obtain further information
about the program, charges,

"Monday morning, Student
Whereas two-year-olds will be
Senator Dean Hoistad and I taken on a half-day or full-day and hours by calling the MSC
visited a Fargo lawyer who told basis, younger children will be Early Childhood Education
us it was possible to get a accepted in this most recently Center at (218) 236-2214.
temporary restraining order
against Dille, so that he
A N
wouldn't be able to spend any of
IUI l^ll |l%l|avff«r 1J
the game's proceeds," the
«i VorWj %
Senate treasurer explained. "I
_
the impression
the
If ft 11 IWHWA
money wasn't frozen and it was
'Willi 111111 ••
spent, action would have to be
®
Jg

V W 11110I

™" of everything
for less
"But later that day, the
lawyer informed us" a
restraining order was
impossible until we had first
exhausted the administrative
process. Since the rules came
from the State College Board,
we must go through them,"
Ottinger continued.

Immediately
thereafter,
Ottinger maintains he
personally delivered a letter to
President Dille, requesting his
opinion on the matter.
Instead, he received a reply
from Vice President for
Administrative Affairs Earl
Herring which reprimanded
him for securing legal aid
through Student Activity Funds.
The letter went on to state
that according to State Statute
8.06, it was against state law to
retain private counsel by state
agencies.
As of last Tuesday night,
Ottinger had not received a
personal response from Dille
himself, but was sure he would.
If that response states that
the Century Club will retain the
game's profits and that they
will not be entered into the
Students Activites Fund,
Ottinger plans on appealing to
the State College Board.

SX-424 50 WATT
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
Up to now you had to pay a lot more to get this kind of
performance in an AM-FM stereo receiver — even from
Pioneer. Designed with advanced FET/IC circuitry, you
get top selectivity and sensitivity wherever you use it.
Features include: extra wide tuning dial, click-stop
tone controls, plus connections for 2 sets of speakers,
a turntable, tape deck, cassette or cartridge player,
headphones, microphone —
even 4-channel sound. With 50
ONLY
watts of music power, plus un
rivaled performance & features,
the SX-424 proves great hi-fi
doesn't have to be expensive.

§tereoland
Concept 208/Brookdale Shopping Center/Grand Forks

knockout knit jeans and tops
from Sears Junior Bazaar
Good-time gear! Classy one-smash-of-a-color knit jeans
in easy-care polyester and cotton or acrylic and poly
ester. Ribbed polyester tops that match up to a T!
Jeans: 3-13 Petite, 5-13 Junior, 7-15 Tall. $11 and $12
Solid and multi-tone tops in S,M, and L. 8.50 to $11
CHARGE IT on Sears Revolving Charge
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

86™

ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

\~F~
1
OCctFS
_J

WESTACRES
FARGO

PHONE 282-2972

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
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letters
to the
editor

editorial
It is extremely difficult to imagine a decline in
this fall's enrollment when attempting to find a
place to park.
Once again this year, the streets surrounding our
campus become packed like sardines with
automobiles stretching^to the very boundaries of
Concordia College.
One often receives a sneer from an irate
professor when entering late for a class. It is not
much of a consolation for an individual whose
patience has been tried after circling for several
minutes in search of a place to park.
There are those in Owens Hall who may deny that
a serious parking problem exists. They point to the
alternative a student has of purchasing a parking
permit which legalizes parking in designated lots.
Many students cannot afford this extra expense.
Many feel they should not be obliged to do so.
There has been talk that the revenue acquired
from student parking stickers goes into a fund for
future parking facilities.
The possibility of constructing a parking ramp or
purchasing an entire city block to aid parking has
been discussed.
So far there have been no results or any
indications of future results..
If nothing more, it seems an arrangement could
be made with the city of Moorhead that would allow
for more street parking in areas where it is now
prohibited.

The notion that there is a parking problem is not
new. A few years ago, the Student Senate discussed
the problem and there were suggestions that
parking terms should be on an equal basis for
students and faculty alike.

Although it may not get worse, the parking
situation for students will never improve unless
administrators and the Student Senate investigate
it and attempt to alleviate the problems it now
creates.

advocate

September 10, 1972
To The Editor:
The latest issue of the
ADVOCATE did a wonderful
job of covering up the real is
sues which still have not been
resolved with regard to life in
the residence halls.
Beginning with a completly
misleading headline and
continuing with a sympathetic
e x p o s i t i o n
o f
t h e
administration's attempt to
promote two incompatible
policies, we were led fo believe
that last year's reasonably
successful attempt to make life
in the residence halls a
worthwhile living experience
was to be continued.

In either case the person
involved would be exposina
himself needlessly to a
seemingly
capricious
administration.

However, this will not be
possible if certain reasonable
(or so one would infer from the
activities of some of our
administrators during last
winter's
Power-Powerless
Lab) behaviors continue to be
prohibited.
If the administration cannot
find it within its power to
provide the necessary
leadership in this area
(leadership so sorely lacking in
last spring's State College
Board meetings) perhaps a
spirited enforcement of
prohibition at all college related
functions (also covered by the
law) would provide the
requisite inspiration. —
RAYMOND J. COFFIN, 712
Neumaier

It seems that the benefits of
last year's approach (ranging
In fact, the definitive stand on from valuable interpersonal
drugs and alcohol which led off interactions to a reduction in
the article, and which forms the vandalism) were sufficiently
core of this year's policy on the i m p r e s s i v e t o w a r r a n t
floors, has drastically altered enthusiastic continuance of the
t h e n a t u r e o f t h e l i v i n g program.
situation.
In contrast to the atmosphere
of openness and cooperation
which characterized most of
last year's floors, a faithful
execution of this directive
would force this year's
residents back into the practice
of secrecy and deception that
the new approach had hoped to
ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
elimin ate.
Sept. 14-17 — IMAGINATION '72 continues at Island Park,
Fargo.
As the article noted,
Sept. 14— UGLIES dance in the Union Ballroom.
communication between the
Sept. 15 — CHARLIE PRIDE at Fargo Civic Memorial
various administrators of the
Auditorium. Two shows: 6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
policy, and between the R.A.
Sept. 16 — CONCERT FOR MCGOVERN, Medicine Hat,
and student is essential to the
Gravel Road, Lonnie Knight and Lonesome Creek, 8 p.m.,
policy's success.
Fargo.
Sept. 18 — COL. HARLAND SANDERS of Kentucky Fried
By reverting to its old policy
Chicken fame, speaking at C-400 Meeting, Concordia.
on drugs and alcohol the
Sept. 19— TRINIDAD STEELE BAND, North Dakota State
administration has insured a
University Old Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
minimal amount of information
Sept. 20 — "THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY", SUPB
flow. What student would
film, 7:30 p.m., Union.
volunteer potentially damning
Sept. 20-21 — FARGO-MOORHEAD Teenage Pageant, F-M
information about his illicit
Hotel, Moorhead.
activities (information which is
Sept. 21 — UP WITH PEOPLE, North Dakota State
often essential to an
University.
understanding of particular
adjustment problems) to a
CALENDAR OF EVENTS: SEPTEMBER 14-20....
Thursday — 8-10 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming
crusading R.A.?
(Free) — Nemzek Pool; 9p.m. — Dance: UGLIES — Ballroom,
Union.
Saturday —10-4 p.m. — Student Personnel Services Presents
Draft Counseling — Union.
Sunday — 7-10 p.m. — Married Student Meeting — All Married
Students Invited — Rm. 202 Union.
Tuesday — 7:30 p.m. — International Students Meeting —
Rm. 202, Union; 8-10 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming
(Free) — Nemzek Pool.
Wednesday — 7:30 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: The Good, The
Bad and The Ugly — Location TBA.

The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead State College,
Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during quarter breaks and vacation
periods. Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. Editorial offices are located on the ground floor,
northside, Comstock Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The
Advocate is printed by Lakes Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn., and printed in
Hawley, Minn,
Before it can be considered for publication, any story-or feature material turned into
The Advocate must be: a) typewritten on one side of paper only, b) with typewritten lines
65 spaces wide and c) double spaced between lines. Both an original and a carbon copy
must be turned in. Noon the Monday before is the deadline for material to be published
Thursday of that seek.
Persons submitting Ietters-to-the-editor should limit them to 300 words or less.
Steve Bond
Steve Webber
Webb White
Don Haagenson
Ryan Bakken
Julie Henderson

Or, in the case of a benevolent
despot, what R.A. would go to
his more experienced superiors
with a complicated problem
involving these forbidden
behaviors, knowing that the
mere recognition of an
unacceptable segment of reality
might cost him his job?

Editor
Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Chief Photographer
Sports Editor
Arts& Entertainment Editor

Advertising Staff: Nancy Bond, Jeff Gehrke, Jetendra Patel.
Staff Members: Barbara Allen, Donna Bart, Carol Braun, Steve
Eggleston, Linda Flacksbarth, Jan Fredrickson, Wayne G. Gudmundson,
Kurt Hegland, Chuck Holm, Julie Hough, Roger Hunt, Debbie Kirschbaum,
Dave Little, Ken Miller, Rick Olmstead, Joette Schneider, Peg Shea, Debbie
Smith, Dave Sonju, Sandy Steger, Dave Strauss, Tom Tellefson, Jan Westra
and Mary Ann Young.

news briefs

Sept. 21 — RUSSELL WOODY lecturing on "A New Sense o1
Color in Polymers" at the Red River Art Center, 521 Main,
Moorhead, 3:30 and 7:30.
COMING UP —
PETER YARROW at Concordia College, Sept. 23.
CARPENTERS at Civic, Oct. 14.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday trom^gmr. to fl p.m.
A rummage sale sponsored by the 21st District DemocraticNPL Party and the Youth for McGovern will be held at the home
of Emma Franks, 1030 N. 16th St., Fargo.
Proceeds from the sale will go to the McGovern campaign.

A dance featuring Minneapolis folksinger Lonnie Knight and
Medicine Hat, Gravel Road, and Lonesome Creek, will be held
Saturday from 8 to midnight in the old NDSU Fieldhouse.
The dance is sponsored by the N.D. McGovern Committee,
Box 974, Bismarck. Tickets are $1.50.
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Tri-college opens its exciting
new humanities forum
Team teaching, debates,
panels, and practical
experience in an urban ghetto
or wild area of northern
Minnesota — these methods of
teaching are all a part of the
new approaches for higher
education to be employed in the
contemporary
Humanitites
Forum for the
Tri-college
University.

It took two years of
groundwork by 150 faculty,
students, administrators and
area civic business leaders for
the Humanities forum to
become more than just a
dream. But it was $400,000 grant
from the National Educational
endowment for the Humanities
(one of the largest they have
awarded, that made the plans
and paperwork into the
contemporary and spontaneous
reality that it is now.

The first of the 1972-1973
semester with an orientation
begins this week in Grose Hall
at Concordia College with
nearly 30 students will be
guided by three faculty
members from the Tri-College
University and two professors
emeriti selected from
throughout the United States.

The program of study for the
first semester is centered on
"Authority and Individual
Liberty in Western Society."

The seminar block includes
the following modules to some
degree: large group with the
more traditional lecture
approach; small group modules
of 10 students and a faculty
member; a reading module
during which students will
conduct surveys, extensive
library research, investigate
other types of learning devices,
conduct interviews, a
performing arts-lecture module
and a practicum module.

Humanities majors and
minors and other interested
students will enroll full time for
one Forum Term which
includes 16 semester or 24
quarter credits. However,
neither of the three colleges
have determined requirements
for the humanities major.

After the Forum Term, the
majors will return to the
campus of one (or more) of the
institutions where he will take a
carefully planned program of
courses, all applying to his
major. The minor student will
follow the same program but
will take fewer courses.

To complete the major, the
student will participate in a
finishing course seminar
conducted by the Forum
faculty. Or he may undertake
an independent study course
with their approval, though not
necessarily taught by them. If
neither

of

these

suits

the

Members of the Forum's student, he may return to the
yearly rotating faculty are Dr.
Clarence Glasrud; chairman of
the English Department at
Moorhead State College; Dr.
Catherine Cater, director of the
honors program and a member
of the English Department at
NDSU and Dr. Warren Smerud,
associate professor of
philosophy at Concordia. Delsie
Holmquist, professor emeritus
of English at NDSU, has been
chosen as one of the two
professors emeriti to serve
during the 1972-1973 academic
year. Dr. Albert Anderson,
provost of the Tri-College
University, will serve as the
coordinator for the Forum.

current Forum Term to become
a type of graduate assistant who
is responsible for a wide range
of tasks, such as leading small
group sessions and assisting the
Forum faculty in residence.

All students of the Tri-College
University will be eligible for
admission to the Humanities
Forum regardless of grade
point averages or standardized
test scores, although these
factors will be given
consideration. Instead, it will
depend on the judgment of the
Forum faculty as to the
students capacity for
benefitting from the Forum
experience.

Anderson, Tri-College
provost, in remarks made
earlier this year, projected his
hopes for the Forum. He
believes that it will constitute a
model for what the TCU will
eventually become.

King ieb's

Go Back In
Visit

Art's Antiques
Highway 52 - Barnesville, Mn.

—jewelry - trunks
—furniture • glass
—also a gift shop

BIG

anl

SPECIALS

Ranchburger Kiddie Burger
Quarter pound chunk
of hamburger, slice of
onion and sesame bun.
reg. 65c

M M #1 HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS!

2 for

$100

Every Monday

Drive-ins
omonstate
(GRAND FORKS-FARGO-MINOTl

...

18°
or 6 for *1.00
Everyday
Great For Petite
Appetites

Auto Dine Drive-ln

Center Ave.,

free checking for fife
no minimum balance

The school term for the
Humanities Forum will differ
from the ordinary. Students will
enroll for two semesters
containing a tutorial block and a
seminar block. The seminar
block will preceed the tutorial
and in the second semester the
order will be reversed.

balance. Just free checking for the rest of your
life. You can let your balance run down to
zero if you wish. And you'll never have to pay

In the tutorial block, students
pursue special courses tailored
to their needs and abilities.

This exciting service is just a start. For as Fargo's newest Full Service bank, we can handle
all your banking needs. Do business with our
friendly staff during our convenient hours of
9:30 to 9:00 weekdays and 9:30 to 1:00

1101 2nd Ave. No
Fargo

E7I

In
The Old Milwaukee
"Depo"

FRAME —KRAFT
PROFESSIONAL
FRAMING
CALL
232-5111
Original Moulding &
Mat Board. Custom
Made To Order

That's right. No service charges. No minimum

a service charge when you open a personal
checking account with us during our first year.

Saturday. You'll like the courteous, efficient
service. The Union State Bank. The West Acres
Bank.

?
<0

Jl

union state bank, the west acres bank,
people moving ahead, that's what banking is all about.

Moorfi ead
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counselors' goal is campus involvement
"When I came here two
years ago," reminisced MSC
counselor Mr. Bill Bauman, "I
think the counseling center had
been primarily a testing and
therapy center. Testing in a
sense of giving and interpreting
personality inventories," he
explained.
At that time all incoming
freshmen were given the test
and came to see their counselor
to have it interpreted. They still
have the inventories at the
center but have long since
stopped pushing them on to
uninterested students.
The counseling center saw
itself changing into a center
composed of human beings who
were trying to respond to
whatever the needs of the
students were. The center had
been so out of touch that "I
think it took us about a year to
even be able to identify what the
needs of the students were,"
admitted Bauman.

do your student
teaching abroad?
The opportunity to expand
personal horizons and enhance
international understanding via
student teaching exists under
the Common Market program
for students in Minnesota State
Colleges through the Student
Teaching Abroad program of
the Institute for International
Studies at Moorhead State
College. During the past four
years 150 students from several
colleges have participated in 23
countries around the world.
Most are placed in English
speaking international schools
though a few placements are
available in national schools.
Placements are available in all
subject areas of elementary and
secondary education.
If interested, contact
Student Teaching Office.

your

"Last year we really started
raising some basic questions
about what kind of effect we
were having on the atmosphere
of spirit or climate of mental
health on campus," Bauman
stated.

Mr. Bauman is in charge of
draft counselling this year but
will be doing only one third of
the work with two students
assisting on evenings and
"Developmental" is the new Saturdays; and most probably
theme for the counseling center this winter will bring another
as opposed to the "remedial" faculty group.
type of counseling they did
before. "In other words," he
Mr. Bauman's personal goals
clarified, "We're not satisfied as a counselor are to "Use
with the band-aid approach in myself to help individuals lead a
dealing with kids that are fulfilling life in the campus
already messed up."
community and to help groups
function effectively so that they
The goal of the counselors is are composed of human beings
to get out of the office and get who care about each other."
involved in the campus outside.
When he has free time he
The big push this year is going
to be working with leaders on hopes to spend it just "kind of
campus, getting into group being around" as he puts it.
dynamics, group cooperation, "Something I find that is a
and techniques for better frustration to me in this kind of
communication
between job," conceded Bauman, "A lot
members of groups.
of times I'm not approached as
a human being."
The counselors went out
camping with the Student
He's not worried about his
A d v i s o r s , a n d R e s i d e n t image as a counselor, although,
A s s i s t a n t s t h a t p l a n n e d "I am aware that the image
freshmen orientation. The really needs to be worked on."
c o u n s e l o r s t r i e d t o u s e Rather than spending his
themselves to create a climate
for working together effectively
and people just plain liking each
other. "It really happened,"
said Bauman enthusiastically*
"All those leaders just got
really excited about what was
happening. We really turned on
to each other as human beings."
"We haven't got any new
programs this year," Bauman
reported, "And I think one
reason we haven't is that at this
point we feel it is important to
leave ourselves open to what
can come up." Some programs
are already in existence; the
interaction groups will expand

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS
IMPRINTED
>?• "Better Stamps Since 1885"

'RuAAc*

StamA K/wA*.

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION • - • • CALL

CITY CAB
233-1354

"That's probably a naive
approch on my part, other
people do tell me that it is
important to work on image and
I can kind of see that but it is
just that it personally disgusts
me, so I tend to ignore it."

"It all ties together basically
in that we're all committed
really to exactly the same ideal.
The four of us (Tom Williams,
Pat Neuman, Deane Nelson,
and Bauman) strongly believe
this whole thing.
In addition to being
committed to that we're all
really excited about doing it. It
is just something that really
turns us all on."

Beef CARVER Inn
I&ccf Carver

10 South 8th Street
Moorhead, Minneosta 56560

..._ INN

Phone 236-5407

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

75

SWISS
HAMBURGER

Two Hamburger patties served on a toasted
sesame bun, topped with Swiss cheese, served
with tossed salad and choice of dressing.

TO MAKE A LONG DISTANCE
CALL FROM YOUR DORM
YOU NEED A STUDENT TOLL
BILLING CARD,
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

Northwestern Bell Co.
235-1141
Applications are also made at
the information desk in the
dorms for your convenience.

24 HOUR SERVICE

Jhacbenh geweOzy
Dial
235
Ksep&xkzc c&ux/ noncU
WATCH EEPM2ING

DIAMONDS 5HOWN PRIVATELY CALL
APPT-

a/

energies on proving he is a real
person or an okay person, he
prefers jut to be himself, and he
believes that is being a real
person.

STOP . . .

Ph 701 235-5347 — 44 N. 4th St. — Box 134*
Fargo. North Dakota Sim.. _

NO METERS

to couples (engaged, going
together, married) on campus.

You can pay your bills at the
Et Cetra Shop in The Union.

Northwestern Bell
105, North 5th Street, Fargo

, ADVOCATE

study prompts removal ot
students from committee 9*™**
wants ads

There will be no students
nominated to fill vacancies on
any MSC student-faculty administrative committees
with the exception of the
constitution committee, as a
result of a Student Senate
decision Monday.

since the beginning of the
academic year, and that others
"weren't doing much".

Other problems with the
committees, according to
Strauss, are that students are
heavily out-numbered by
faculty, and that the procedure
The Senate took the action for nominating members is
following a recommendation by inadequate. The unequal
Student Body President, David faculty-student representation
Strauss (sr. Valley City, ND), is especially significant since a
that students be nominated to
surveys conducted by the
none of the student-faculty - National Student Association
administrative committees.
have shown that, these
committees tend to split
President Strauss explained important votes down facultythat his recommendation was student lines.
prompted by what he considers
to be the ineffectiveness of the
Strauss feels that some
committees in the past. Strauss efforts should be made to
added that when he took office equalize the faculty-student
last March, 75 percent of the ratios, and develop a "more
student seats on the committees viable" nominating procedure
were "in essence" vacant due before adding new committee
either to resignations or to members, rather than allowing
people who were not attending. the committees to continue as

Strauss then assigned Vicepresident John Kingrey
(Rochester, MN) to do a study
on which committees were and
were not meeting. The study
revealed that many hadn't met

EN ROLLMENT DIP SEEN
— A survey by the Minnesota
State Education Department
indicates the state's school
enrollment will drop more than
15 per cent in 1980.

they have been. "The Senate
He added that the committees
will not be doing itself or the wj|| probably continue to meet
students any justice by herding without student members, and
people into these committees," that since the faculty could
he added.
always out vote the students
anyway, it won't make much
H o w e v e r , d u r i n g t h e difference.
discussion following Strauss'
recommendation it was decided
(on the advice of Robert "Buzz"
MacLeod, vice-president for
student affairs) to place
members on the constitution
committee only.

NEWS BRIEF
Homecoming meeting 6:30
Thursday, 226 Union, Everyone
invited.

The constitution committee is
responsible for revising the
college constitution. The Senate
plans to work for reforms in the
faculty-student ratios through
the committee.

AU

Strauss, however, does not
share the Senate's viewpoint. "I
contend that since the ratio on
the constitution committee is
also unfavorable, that's stacked
against us also."

1 WANT is A glass
OF WATER- nd could ya
PUT A LITTLE CHOCOLATe
SYRUP IN IT ? *

JAKE'S CHAMPLIN
SERVICE
14th & Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-0866
TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE,
MECHANIC ON DUTY

OPEN EVENINGS

A

SEE US IN
MOORHEAD

Dairij
pueent

Corner of 8th
ancl Main

MOORHEAD

H/ESTFCRES k

PRESENTS

lipirilkPeople?

MINI-CONCERT MONDAY, SEPT. 18th
at WEST ACRES
ALSO, UP WITH PEOPLE APPEARING
AT NDSU, THURSDAY SEPT. 21st
TICKETS AT WEST ACRES DAVEAU-S - CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WEST ACRES MINI-CONCERT
MONDAY 7:30 P.M.

3 BIG

DAKS

B4CK1D
SCHOOL
H4PPENNG!

Tuesday Sept. 19th
in the Center Mall
Starting at 5:00 P.M

Wednesday Sept. 20th
in the Mall
Starting at 5:00 P.M.

free prizes • free prizes-free prizes* free prizes
Register in each store for something to win!

No purchase necessary.

arts &
entertainment
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just fiddling around
"Fiddler on the Roof;' may
not break "Sound of Music's"
year-long stay in Moorhead, but
it's probably here for a long
winter's stay — long because
it's one of those rare films the
family can see. And should see,
because underneath the
musical there are lessons to be
' learned.
"Fiddler" uses a Jewish family
in Czarist Russia, to portray
Everyman, at any time, any
place. It's about many things,
but mainly the breaking down of
the most-hallowed Tradition. It
tries to show how things like
saving face, and orders from
above, get in the way of a
daughter-father love, or old
friendships.
The moral of the film comes

in the first few lines ... even But finally, he cannot accept the
before the credits. Tevye third marrying a Catholic
introduces the fiddler on the Russian solider. Tradition and
become too
roof and says, "We're all religion have
fiddlers on the roof, trying to strong for him.
keep our balance."
The film makes you laugh,
Teyve keeps his balance and cry, and frustrated*.
through most of the film. He Especially frustrated at the
accepts his first daughter climax, the end of the first part,
marrying a man other than her with the father looking to
father has arranged, because he heaven wondering why his
can "look in my daughter's eyes daughter's wedding has just
... she loves him."
been destroyed by Russian
soldiers. He doesn't ask with
Suddenly, a life of happiness self pity or anger ... just
for her seems more important bewilderment. Unfortunately,
t h a n
t e m p o r a r y the answer isn't found. And it
embarrassment for him.
obviously hasn't been found yet,
considering the Olympics this
He accepts his second year.
daughter marrying a rebel who
Perhaps the saddest moment
asks not for permission to is the "happy ending" leaving
marry, but just for his blessing. for America, the modern world

Mac Davis concert signed
for Dragon Daze Oct. 20
A concert by pop singer Mac
Davis and comedian George
Stevens will highlight the
entertainment end of MSC
Homecoming '72, scheduled for
October 18-21. The concert is set
for the evening of Oct. 20.
Also performing the same day
will be MSC's Stage Band,
under the direction of Owen
Clark. More MSC students will
be offering their talents at an
all-college Talent Show,
tentativey set for Oct. 19.
The

final

activity -being

Former MSC student, James Kruse, directed the boys bell choir from planned is an old time dance,
First Methodist Church of Fargo. Photo by Wayne Gudmundson.

with music by the "Music
Makers," set for Oct. 21.
Film showings planned for
homecoming include one Oct. 18
in the Union, and a cartoon
festival Oct. 21.

promised land. Did they find
what they were looking for
then?
The movie was filmed in
Czechoslovakia, and there are
no familiar American actors in
the cast. Topol, of course, does
a superb job as Tevye, the poor
milkman (blessed with five
daughters). Norma Crane is
Tevye's wife, Rosalind Harris,
Michele Marsh, and Neva Small
his three marriage-age
daughters, Molly Picon as the
oldest of all traditions, the
matchmaker, and Leonard
Frey as the traitor destined to
be Tevye's first son-in-law.
Jerry Bock and Sheldon
Harnick wrote the music for
stage and screen.

Other activities centered
around the homecoming game
Oct. 21 include: Political
Emphasis Day, Oct. 18; pep
rally and snake dance following
the Talent Show Oct. 19;
Parent's Day and an academic
and organization fair Oct. 21.
"Fiddler" is showing at the
All the above events and dates Cinema Theatre at West Acres,
are tentative.
in Fargo.,

art fest a success
Several performances are lessons, and ethnic dance
also daily, including: Readers groups performing Israeli,
Theater,
E x p e r i m e n t a l Norwegian, Indian, Greek and
Theater, Community Theater Philippine folkdances.
demonstrations, Faper People
Booths are also set up to offer
The art festival, devoted to Puppets, Children's Theater,
l o c a l a r t i s t s , i n c l u d e s f i l m s , p h o t o g r a p h y , a n d American, French, Spanish,
demonstrations and workshops television, and poetry readings I t a l i a n , G e r m a n a n d
Scandinavian food varieties.
i n : c e r a m i c s , g r a p h i c s , by local poets.
painting, plastics, sculpture,
Musical program involve jazz
Imagaination began last
weaving,
multi-media,
Sunday
and will continue
g
r
o
u
p
s
,
F
M
S
y
m
p
h
o
n
y
drawing, folk art, architecture,
and paint pen. Local artists also Concerts for children and through Sept. 17.
have their works on display for adults, F-M Civic Opera voice
recitals, rock bands, guitar
sale.

Fargo's Island Park probably
has had more visitors this week
than during the year,due to
celebration of Imagination '72.

4%
c• . *
s
"'V>,
K

HIaBHESSI i— »•mmmam
Young and old alike enjoyed the festivities. Photo by Wayne Gudmundson.

The release of the balloons marked the opening of Imagination 72. Photo by
Wayne Gudmundson.
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coffee house —Paul Vance
By J*n Westra

It was wild and windy as I
walked to the coffee house and
Paul Vance on Saturday Night
and I felt cold inside. I was
hoping for a nice, mellow, warm
coffee house.
He had already began his first
set by the time I got there. As I
settled myself with a cigarette,,

he broke into a fine rendition of
The Weight — this being a
coffee house favorite of mine.
So right away I really got into
the first set.
I was impressed by the
quality of his voice and his
mellow mood fitting my mellow
mood. At the end of the first set
I felt good and warm inside
again so I decided to stay for the

Tired Of Studying,
Take A Break

second set. During his first two
sets, he combined some Cat
Stevens, Gordon Lightfoot,
C.S.N.&Y. Joe Crocker, and
some favorites of his own. I
liked his versions of these
songs, which is something I'm
very hard to satisfy on.
O.K. — now on to the second
set. My attention was very
quickly diverted to several
areas other than Vance.
One was because the couple in

front of me were trying to get
their chairs so close together
that a pin couldn't fit in b®tv^®.n
them - or so it seemed This
made me lose eye contact with
Vance because I couldn t see
through them. I guess they
found it difficult to sit together
and not be touching each other
all the time and I had a difficult
time sitting there trying to
listen.
Then there was this table of
people across from me who

coffee house talent

Taco John's

A Place To Go
MENU
Tacos
30c
Soft Shell
Buritto
30c
Tostado
Enchiladas
45c
Taco Burger
Retried Beans ... .30c
Texas Chilli
Chili Fritos

35c
35c
40c
38c
35c

TACO JOHN'S
Holiday Mall Shopping Center
2421 South 10th Street
Moorhead
Phone 236-6220

In an interview with Don
Jenson, coordinator and advisor
for the coffee house circuit on
MSC, he discussed the National
Coffee House Circuit, the local
circuit in this section of the
country, and the one on campus.
The concept for a National
Coffee House Circuit began in
South Carolina as an off-shoot of
the old beatnik era and the prefreak time. The atmosphere
began spreading to college
campuses. Soon it was evident
that national organization was
needed to keep it going.
Communication was needed
between the colleges so that
each one could benefit from the
lower cost of trading off acts.
Meanwhile the NCHC was
organized with it's central

Over Developed?
No problem, if you
develop your own film
in our darkroom.

agency out of New York. This
organized union circuits
between the states and they
could exchange acts which
brought the prices down.
During this time the NCHC
started picking upon successive
nights of talents for 4-5 weeks.
The purpose of this was to give
new musicians a chance to get
well known.
The coordinator for this area
is Bruce Keith. (This is a
volunteer position.) The
membership fee for the NCHC
is $250. This gives an option of 8
NCHC acts per year. The
significance of this is that these
acts are guaranteed to be good.
We also pay a minimal
amount to the local circuit. This
allows us membership in the
local circuit and a working base
for talent. We can draw on the
local circuit for 24 weeks of
talent and also some other
sources. We get a lot of our
local talent out of Minneapolis.
The MSC SUPB is trying to
have something every weekend,

FARGO
SOUTH PLAZA

SHOPPING CENTER

1621 S Uftiv Or Farg*

DIAMOND
RINGS

PHOTO
293-51 10

•Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S
The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"

in MOORHEAD

I \AI>IK
LMEMCAJJ 01[A3
OP MOORHIAD

BANK

Striving to meet student needs
+ Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
+ Friendly fast service

Their plans for this year
aren't very definite as of yet.
They have a tentative list of
people in the area who want to
play.
The coffee house chairman
for this year is Mary A. Johnson
— her official title being Music
Coordinator for SUPB. SUPB
needs not only talent, but
volunteer people to help in the
actual setting up of the coffee
house,
equipment, etc. If
interested, stop in and see
Jenson or fill out an SUPB
brochure application or watch
for notices of the meetings.
(Note — Jenson's office is next
to the Etc.. Cetera
Shop
in the Student Union.)

area art
attractions
coming

Downtown Moorhead

In the Center for the Arts
Gallery at MSC, several
contemporary drawings are
being shown from the
Minnesota Museum of Art, St.
Paul. Artists involved include
Jack Youngquist, Associate
instructor of art, MSC, Elmer
Bishoff, Andrew Parker, and
Ben Shahn. Gallery hours are
from 8:30 to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 8:30 to 5 p.m.
Saturday, and 12 to 5 p.m.
Sunday with no charge.
Ben Shahn is also exhibiting
his lithographs at the Rourke
Gallery, 523 4th St. So.,
Moorhead.
An MSC student, Jonathan
Houglum, who had an exhibition
of his works at MSC during
August, is now showing them at
Crescent Jewelry Allee Galerie,
64 Broadway. On display are his
paintings, prints and drawingsHe'll graduate from MSC this
quarter.

At Olivet Lutheran Church,
1330 So. University Drive,
Fargo, Mary Gray of
Valley
City is displaying her works.

'n con j u n c t i o n
Imagination '72, the Re<
Art Center, 521 Main
Moorhead, has schedule*
of western artists frc

T ( MPIRATUSE

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

but any other organization can
sponsor someone too. SUPB is
carrying the biggest
responsibility, however.

Several artists are appearing
at local galleries during the
month of September.

Our prices are very low
and we give you all the
help you need.

AMERICAN
STATE

were having a good talk — only
they were louder than Vance
was with his mike. Hmmm . . .
I'm thinking ... So I began
watching the other people's
reactions to the music. It was a
few songs into the first set
before anyone clapped. This
seemed like the most that
anyone did get into the music.
Most of the people sat there like
a sphinx with unreadable
expressions on their faces.
What a bummer — for both
Vance and his audience.

Member FDIC

Charles Russell Gall
^eat Falls, Mont. A
Imagination, local arti:
showing and selling
works.
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Struff & Terry to appear
here Sept. 14-16
On Thursday (sets at 9:00 and separately for over 6 years. In
10:00), Friday, and Saturday May '71, they formed a duo.
(sets at 9:00, 10:00, and 11:00),
Sept. 14, 15 & 16, Lothar Struff
Struff & Terry are not only
and Bob Terry will be playing at good guitarists with good
the MSC coffee house. They are voices, but also good arrangers
from the National Coffee House and writers. They have
appeared with Ritchie Havens,
Circuit out of New York.
Shawn Phillips, and Shanti.
They are from Toledo, Ohio They are presently touring the
a n d h a v e b e e n p l a y i n g NCHC.

Lecture On
Transcendental
Meditation
By
William Blackmore
as taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Thursday, Sept. 21
8 P.M. Room 110, Biology Hall

Paul Vance performed at the coffee house last weekend. Photo by Rick
Olmstead.

light music show with
message tours NDSU
Finding housing for 133
students from twelve different
countries is a big job, but the
personnel from "Up With
People" are currently in the
Fargo-Moorhead area with this
in mind.

learning the show took twelve
hours a day for five weeks.
Rehearsals still run for four
hours a day, not includina the
six it takes them to set up the 15
tons of equipment that they
carry with them.

Planning for a Sept. 21 show
at 8 p.m. in the NDSU Fieldhouse, advance workers are
trying to generate enthusiasm
for a show which they feel
speaks best for itself.

Ellen Jaffee, one of the
advance people, spoke of the
feeling that the show tried to
generate. By doing light music,
but music with a message, she
emphasizes the point that the
show tries to get people to look
"Up With People," is almost at other people as individuals.
entirely a student production.
The lighting crew, Public
An example of how well "Up
relations work the song writing With People" succeeds in this
and show planning are done by goal was given as Jaffee spoke
the students themselves.
of a southern school which had
several weeks of racial tension
Hard work is involved — just before their group appeared. It

HE BIKE SHOP
1120 - 2nd

Av2. N

was only after the show, the
group was later informed, that
the black and white students
were seen to be eating and
talking together again.
Pay isn't the reason that these
133 students become involved
"Up With People." They in fact
are required to pay one fifth of
their costs. But in return, they
are given a chance to travel
and meet people, and perhaps
share a part of themselves in
the process.
_

Welcome Back MSC
Students & Freshmen
DUANE'S
HOUSE of PIZZA
"The only true pizza in town"
Often Imitated — Never Duplicated
at

310

Center Avenue, MOORHEAD

PHONE 233-6181
OPEN: 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. daily — Sundays to midnight

DELIVERY SERVICE

Have them eating
out of your hand
after a haircut
from

OFFERS A WIDE CHOICE OF FRENCH, ENGLISH,
SPANISH, BELGIAN, DUTCH AND JAPANESE
BICYCLES
BUY YOUR BIKE AT THE BEST PRICE AND
GET:
-Complete Selection of Frame Sizes and Colors-A Year's Guarantee-Selection of Accessories-Complete Repair and Servicing-Tires, Parts for All Bikes-More for Your Trade-InTHE

--NOTE-JAPANESE SEKAI IS STILL THE BEST
DOLLAR VALUE ~ OFFERING:
-Suntour De-railleurs-Padded, Sprung Seat-Sport Fenders-Center Pull Brakes with Safety Levers-Re-enforced Frames-Gumwall 27 x VA Tires-

All for $101.:

J

The
Barber
Palace
We style long
hair longer

203 Broadway, Fargo 235-9697
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want ads

state colleges
A statewide, toll-free Hotline all state high schools, posttelephone service has been secondary institutions, veterans
established by the Minnesota organizations and community
State College System In order to action groups.
provide one convenient source
Bob Meeks, a 1971 graduate of
of information about the seven
state colleges for student Bemidji State College serves as
guidance counselors, students, the Hotline counselor. "We act
as a clearinghouse to help speed
and their parents.
up the information process by
"The purpose of this new cutting through the red tape,"
service is to respond more Meeks said. "If I can't answer
quickly and effectively to the the question, I contact the right
increasing number of questions person at one of our colleges
we received relating to newly and put them in touch with the
emerging career education caller."
opportunities, traditional
Meeks conducted a pilot
academic programs, student
housing, financial aids, special Hotline project for the state
veterans programs and tuition colleges last spring. "The
and fees," according to results clearly demonstrated
Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau. the need for person-to-person
contact to solve problems
The Minnesota toll-free related to planning for a college
number for persons outside of education, even though the
the Twin Cities area is 800-652- service was offered on a limited
9000. In the metropolitan area basis," he said.
the Hotline number is 296-6277.
The service will be available to

new orientation
more successful
Orientation was more
successful this year than in past
years, according to the trichairwomen of this year's
program, Sandy MacDonald,
Vicki Bertrand, and Kathy
Koller, all seniors.
All agree that it is too early
to give an accurate description
of the success of this year's
program as it has yet to be
evaluated by the group leaders,
resident assistants and student
advisers involved.

One of the most popular
activities was the faculty
visitation where students went
to faculty homes and go to know
instructors better.

FOR SALE: AKC Registered
Golden Retriever puppies.
Bloodlines include both bench
and field champions.
Seven
weeks old, innoculated against
distemper.
Call Spencer
Meeks, 236-9729 at home or at
MSC Chemistry Department,
236-2136.
FOR SALE: Two VW snow
tires, excellent shape, $8.50
each. Call McPherson in MSC
Speech Department.
FOR SALE:
Silvertone
stereo tape recorder with
detachable speakers; clean;
needs some work; $65.
Call
McPherson in MSC Speech
Department.
STEREO FOR SALE: BSR
turntable, speakers, am-fm
radio; needs some repair. Best
offer will take. Call Steve 2362551.
S T U D E N T S
W A N T
HOUSING????
Available in
East Snarr Complex for $140 per
quarter; room only, signed
contract needed.
For more
information, call MSC Housing
Office.

JOB OPENINGS: Excellent
part-time or full-time for
qualified people interested. At
Steed Industries, Inc. Dial 218863-1852.
R U M M A G E
S A L E :
Sponsored by 21st District
Democrats and Youth for
McGovern. Thursday, Friday,
Saturday. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 1030
N. 16th St. Fargo.

Much of the success was also
attributed by the chairwomen to
a three-day work shop at Lake
Cormorant for group leaders,
resident assistants, and student
advisers. An 'enthusiasm'
developed as the work shop
continued, and carried through
to the Orientation which
followed.

Part of the success was
The entire idea behind the
attributed to the renaming of work shop was to develop a
the program from Freshman genuine concern for people,
Orientation program to New which lent naturally to the
Student Orientation. The theme, "Be."
program then included transfer
students as well as incoming
The chairwomen felt that as a
freshmen.
result of this workshop, the
group of 150 persons involved
This year's program also knew each other better, and
centered around the theme, were better able to cope with
" Be," and the idea that "what I the small problems that arose.
am to Be, I am now beginning."
An emphasis was then placed on
As a result, no major
the role college can play in the problems developed. A few
difficulties
development of the individual. m e c h a n i c a l
occurred in grouping new
Orientation was better students, but the general
organized than previous years, e n t h u s i a s m c a r r i e d t h e
t h e c h a i r w o m e n a g r e e . program through.
Orientation activities were
designed to show all aspects of
Miss Bertrand summed up
college life-both academic and the entire idea behind thrs
social. The theme, "Be," was year'sorientationprogram as "a
a l s o f o l l o w e d w h e n e v e r good philosophy capable of
growing to greatness' as the
possible.
years continue.

Ken's BrookdaleLiquors

Welcome Back
MOST COMPLETE WINE
SELECTION IN THIS AREA
COLD KEGS — 233-2222

FOR SALE: Alto Recorders:
Mollenhauer palisander
(concert model), $35; Moeck
maple and ivory rings, with
case, $40. Antique French
Coffee Mill (Peugeot), $40. 10amp Sure-Fire Battery
Charger, $15. 233-8402 or 811
South Elm, 7-8 p.m.

FOR SALE: 1972 Kawasaki
350 Less than 900 miles. Must
sell. Best offer. Call 233-3061
after 1:00 Mon.-Fri.

5 Street - 6 Ave. North Fargo
church for rent. Exciting
potentials. Retail business, art
studio, little play house,
musicians' hall, club house,
crafts, offices as well as living
quarters possible lower level.
Combine uses. References
necessary. Contact Mrs.
Shupienis 237-4587.

Wanted: Student to cook 6
o'clock dinner on Wednesdays
for two or three and wash dishes
from breakfast and lunch.
Wages negotiable. Call Mary
Pryor 236-2235 (English) or
write Box 175, MSC.
Rummage Sale: Sponsored
by 21st District Democrats and
Youth for McGovern. Thursday,
Friday, Saturday. 10 a.m. - 8
p.m. 1030 N. 16th St. Fargo.
FOR SALE: Corvair 1961.
Enqine overhauled. $150. 2365120.
CHURCH FOR RENT: at 5th
St. and 6th Ave. N., Fargo.
Exciting potentials. Retail
business, art studio, little play
house, musicians' hall, club
house, crafts, offices as well as
living quarters possible lower
level. Combine uses.
References necessary. Contact
Mrs. Shupienis 237-4587.

Waldorf Liquors
718 Main, Fargo
First Package Store Across
the Bridge on Main Ave.

COLD WINE

Yes we have OLY
Cans, bottles and draft beer

Off-Sale SPECIALS
Going On Always
OPEN TILL 1:00 A.M.

open a checking
account with Moorhead
State Bank and receive
50 personalized checks
or a handsome two color
chromatic pen FREE!!

M

We welcome all college students to the F-M area and
invite you to open a new checking account with us A
$100 balance insures no service charge
New students will find MSB to be heipful in many
ways. We want to be your full-service fH«d
Triena
throughout your college years.

Moorhead
State Bank
HOLIDAY MALL SHOPPING CENTER

legal counseling
now available
The legal counseling program
instituted by the Student Senate
last year will begin Its second
year on Wednesday, Sept. 21.
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official bulletin
answeflblP fnrLVi-c 2Te.Ul2e<1 t0 read the <>"icial Bulletin as they are
the™- N°t'ces must be received by 10 a.m.
the Mondav orinr tn thi xi
to "Official Ruiil-n " Lh"rsday Plication date and be sent type-written
certain
^ ? Re9|Strar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar

Jay Myster, a lawyer and
MSC assistant professor of
The AAoorhead State College PARKING AND TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
accounting, will return for his
will be fully enforced starting at 7:00 a.m., Monday, September 18, 1972. All
second year as the legal
motorized vehicles driven on campus must bear a vehicle permit. Permits
counselor.
areon sale in Owens Hall, Room 206. Parking and traffic regulations will be
Myster will provide free le
gal counseling in any area of
concern to the students; auto
accidents, leases and contracts,
what to do. with insurance
claims, cases involving
discrimination
against
students, and questions about
whether or not the student has a
substantial enough case to hire
an attorney are areas in which
assistance will be available.
Although Myster has been
admitted to both the North
Dakota and Minnesota Bar
Associations, he will not
represent students in court
because of his full-time
teaching load in the business
department.
A f t e r t h e
c o l l e g e
administration's veto of the
Senate's legal aid proposal last
spring, Myster still receives no
compensation for his legal
counseling duties which are
beyond his normal teaching
load.

enforced through the issuance of City of AAoorhead traffic citations or by the
impounding of vehicles. Your cooperation will be appreciated.
Earl R. Herring
Vice Pres. for Administrative Affairs
FALL CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for the Fall
1972 quarter:

Friday, Oct. 13 — Fall quarter midterm; deadline for submitting
applications if graduating Fall 1972.
Friday, Nov. 3 — Deadline for withdrawing from classes; students must
receive letter grades after this date.
AAonday-Friday, Nov. 6-10 — Pre-registration for Winter 1972.
Wednesday-Friday, Nov. 15-17 — Final class schedule (examinations) for
Fall 1972 quarter.
SECOND CLASS LIST: The second class list for the Fall 1972 quarter will
be distributed to departments on Thursday, Sept. 21. Students whose names
do not appear on this class list should check with the Office of the Registrar.
Faculty members are requested to report any class list discrepancies.
PASS-NO CREDIT: Wednesday, Sept. 20, is the final day for submitting
applications to take Fall 1972 classes on the Pass-No Credit option. Forms
are available at the Office of Admissions and Records.
Satisfactory
completion of a Pass-No Credit course will result in a grade of "S",
Unsatisfactory grades will not be recorded or computed in grade point
averages. Pass-No Credit courses may not be applied to a major, a minor,
or general studies. The Pass-No Credit option is open only to students who
have previously completed 48 or more credits and no more than 24 credits
under this option may be applied to a degree program.

Wednesday, Sept. 20— Last day to add classes; last day to elect pass-no
credit option; last day to drop classes from record (classes dropped after
tenth class day will be recorded as withdrawals).
AAonday, Oct. 9 — Columbus Day; no classes.

MEDITATION SOCIETY
The Students' International
Meditation Society will present
a free introductory lecture on
Transcendental Meditation as '
taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi at the southwest part of
Union Ballroom on Thursday,
Sept. 21. Reputed to be easily
learned by anyone regardless of
intellectual, cultural or
religious
bakground,
Transcendental
Meditation
(TM) is defined as a simple,
natural, scientifically verifiable
technique which allows the
individual to begin to make use
of his full mental potential while
giving profound rest to the
body.

Concordia College Student Productions
PRESENTS

3RD WEEK
' A N D SOON T H E
DARKNESS"

®1ARK
NO AT ioum p

STARTS
F R I . S E P T . 22

WOODY ALLEN'S |

Everything
you always
wanted to know
about sex*
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK 99

Welcome Students
PETER YARROW
WITH LAZARUS

Saturday, Sept. 23 - 8:00 P.M.
Concordia Memorial Auditorium
Tickets $2, $3, $4at Daveaus, Fargo
or at C-400 on Concordia Campus

Enjoy West Acre's Special Back
To School Promotion
SEE
+ Up With People
AAonday Evening,
Sept. 18
+The Uglies
Tuesday Evening,
Sept. 19
+The Overland Stage
Wednesday Evening,
Sept. 20
IN WEST ACRES MALL
GIRLS!
Register at
deLendrecie's Scene for
Juniors for a $25 Gift
Certificate
GUYS!
Register at
deLendrecie's Young
Men's Shop for a $25 Gift
Certificate.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

MOO COMPANY 1(1 juoc.ttion wilh RAYBO' PRODUCTIONS

PETER FONDA-DENNIS H O P P E R - JACK NICHOLSON

J &M&mes

WEST ACRES
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under 21? leave
liquor for later
By Roger Hunt

With the start of the fall quarter, an influx of
returning and new students, comes the problem
faced by every liquor establishment in the FargoMoorhead area. The problem of serving minors or
should I say not serving them?
Recently, I spent an afternoon, interviewing at
random a variety of clubs, off-sales, and lounge
managers a long with a number of bartenders. They
all agree that the problem of minors trying to get
served is a serious one. Due to this problem many
confided that they live in a constant fear of being
closed down — and justifiably so.
Let me elaborate somewhat. For an
establishment to be caught serving a minor,
whether intentionally or not, results in a fine of 100
to 200 dollars for the first offense.
If this should happen again the business is
subject to a fine along with being closed for a period
ranging from two days to a week. Any repeated
violations results in the suspension of the liquor
license indefinitely. With consequences as serious
as those mentioned the owners have ample
justification in protecting their interests.
When the proprietors were asked if they had any
suggestions as to how to alleviate this problem, the
majority replied that they were in favor of the
recent proposal that 18 year olds be allowed to
consume alcoholic beverages.
Also they feel that many of the laws regarding
liquor establishments should be up-dated. With this
combination they feel that the problem of serving
minors would be nil.

placement report
As of Aug. 15, 76 per cent of
the non-teaching students
registered with the placement
office had found employment.
97 percent of the accounting
students had been placed as
compared to 86 per cent of the
business related graduates.
Most of the remaining grads
reportedly had not yet begun to
search for employment or were
restricted to the FargoMoorhead area. The social
work-sociology-psychology
area is tighter with 52 per cent

_ Stereo
Components
New & Used

Call
235-1919
r»

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

Downtown bars make their policies clear and precise. Photo by by Don
Haagenson.

THE SHOP
Froeign and Domestic Auto Repair
116 14th Street North, Moorhead

236-7692
Tune-Up Special
Four Cylinder Cars
Regular $6.95
THIS WEEK

of the graduates having found
work on that date.

THE
BLACKHAWK
LIVE MUSIC
Monday — Friday
INDIAN SUMMER

5.95

J

Plus Parts

Good From Thursday, Sept. 14 - Sept. 20, 1972

Open 7:30 A.M.- 7:00 P.M. Monday-Thursday
7:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M. Fridays

Open your cheeking account
with us and receive a
note book and check book
cover personalized with
MSC's colors.
$ii jurn
S84 CENTER AVE.

NATIONAL

IBANK

IN MOORHEAD
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IFO entering collective bargaining
by Steve Eggleston

The Moorhead State College
Faculty Association is the local
organization which together
with similar organizations on
the other State College
campuses form what is called
the Inter-Faculty Organization
(IFO), and may in the near
future try its hand at faculty
collective bargaining.

IFO has held biennial
meetings in the past with the
last meeting being held at
Moorhead on April 28-29, 1972.
The main purpose of IFO has
been to provide a means of
expressing unitedly the wishes
of State College System faculty
to the State College Board and
to the Minnesota Legislature
regarding a variety of factors
associated with faculty
employment.

In this same area it was made
possible to have your check
deposited to your own bank. On
campus the IFO also promotes
a greater relationship through
an open door policy and has had
a great deal of effect on
retirement.

In this new role as bargaining
agent, the IFO through its Interfaculty Policies Committee
(IFPC) is presently
formulating a master contract
under which all faculty in the
future will be hired.

The local Faculty Association
normally schedules monthly
meetings. The current officers
express a desire to make these
meetings informative and
helpful to all faculty whether
members or not. The first
meeting is planned for the week
A list of the local Association
of September 18th and will
committees functioning
consist of informative
throughout the year provides an
discussions relative to the
idea of the various areas of
previously - mentioned law.
concern:
Faculty Load and Summer
Employment
Fringe Benefits
Legislation
Membership
Professional Leaves
Retirement
Salary
Special Projects
Tenure
The Faculty Association is
probably more important to
MSC faculty this year than ever
before because of a law passed
during the 1970 legislature. This
law makes it mandatory that
State College faculty be
represented by a bargaining
agent when dealing with the
Board on matters related to
employment. Last Spring the
State College Board filed a

request that IFO be that
bargaining agent, and such it is
at the present time. Various
other organizations (Minnesota
Education
Association,
American Association of
University
Professors,
Minnesotas Federation of
Teachers) have questioned this
appointment of IFO.
However, IFO officers point
to the Organization's past
record of working for the
improvement of faculty
employment conditions, and the
fact that on every State College
campus more than half of the
faculty members have
regularly been dues-paying
members as sufficient evidence
to designate the IFO as the
bargaining agent.
The IFO on this campus thus
far has been credited with such
actions as a freeBlue Cross
coverage and a small life
insurance policy which may be
increased for family coverage.
It also brought into effect the
option of receiving a check over
the full year or just over the
school year.

The Keg
620 2nd Ave. N., Fargo

235-2102

LOWEST PRICES ON CHILLED
BEER AND KEGS IN TOWN.

The current local officers
are: Dr. Martin Holoien,
computer science chairman,
president; Dennis Krzyzaniak,
associate professor of
chemistry, vice president; Dr.
Janet Paulsen, associate
professor of chemistry,
secretary; Shelda Warren,

assistant professor of
mathematics, treasurer, and
IFPC representatives: Dr.
Werner Brand, director of
Placement Office, and Dr.
Evelyn Larson, associate
professor of business
administration.

WELCOME BACK
MSC STUDENTS
For better food and at
reasonable prices/ visit

STAR DRIVE-IN
Corner 8th Str., & 4th Ave.,
Moorhead

Hamburgers Only 20
'/4-Lb. Hamburger

£5«

Homemade
Ice Cream
24 Flavors MadeFresh Daily
Inside seating for your convenience.

Register For Geronimo
*

When You Know
Its For Keeps

Geronimo's a pink Cadillac that will be given away for Back-To-School.
Register at Concept 208 stores. See Geronimo parked in front of
Concept 208.

AQUARIUS
• 329 TO «3SO
WED. RING 175
CAROLINE
• 3SO
ALSO FROM 200
WED. RING 75
MAN'S RING 125

Choose a Keepsake Diamond
Ring . . . crafted in fine 14K gold
and set with a guaranteed perfect
diamond. Registered and pro
tected against diamond loss, too.

"TheStoreWith A Gift"

Wimmer's
Jewelry
410MAIN, FARGO
232-20 OS
OPEN EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
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Dragons, fans are frustrated

By Linda Flacksbarth
For the football team and
MSC students, it will be another
long year before they get the
chance to redeem themselves
against the Concordia Cobbers.
The vicious rivalry will
continue again next season
when the Dragons will hopefully
come out of their caves
determined to stop their
opening game losing streak.
Last Saturday's game, which
Concordia won 31-14, introduced
freshman and transfer students
to the spirit of college football
life, "cross-town combat style."
The general atmosphere of the
crowd, along with specific
groups of fans and the players
on the teams, indicated that this
game was mor a battle of pride
and ego than pure sport.
Students, adults and
kids
packed the stands quickly,
while feelings of apprehension
filled the air. Meanwhile MSC
cheerleaders tried to
catch
attention with the usual school
cheers. However, there were
quite a few fans who found their
own "yells" more relevant.
Chants of "blood makes the
g r a s s g r o w ' ' a n d
"kiU'em,"evidently seemed
more suitable for this type of
game.
Once the game actually
began, the only noises heard
were those that players made.
Growls, yells and groans drifted
up from the field, while the
spectators watched in complete
silence.
That concentration
lasted only a few minutes as
Concordia scored their first
three points of the game.
A few minutes later,
Concordia fans, (especially
freshman) went wild.
The
Cobbers collected seven more
points taking an important
early lead and also relieving
their freshman class of their
"initiation beanies."

After seeing a little bit of
"yellow fly", the Dragons
seemed to figure out which
direction they were heading,
gaining yardage on the ground
and in the air. Before the end of
the first half, MSC jumped back
at Concordia with a touchdown
and extra point.
This bit of liveliness fired up
the fans once more.
By
halftime, chants from the MSC
fans had resumed again, this
time with even more ferocity.
In the second half, just as the
dark threatening clouds and
wind never gave way, the
Dragons, although at times
sparked by individual efforts,
couldn't catch the Cobber's
lead.
Instead, it was their ill fate to
fall even further behind while

their futile last minute attempts
failed. After Concordia scored
with 3:30 left in the game, most
of the fans started leaving the
stands.

Senior safety Roger Griffin displays the frustration felt
Dragon team after the Cobbers made the score 17-0.

by the entire

A few Concordia students
chose to stick around and gloat
a little, but most people walked
slowly back to their cars and
homes, thinking about next
year's game.
Perhaps by next year, the
underdogs could grit their teeth
change
a little harder and
Concordia's now 32-7-11 margin
for the series. Well, at any rate,
that will have to wait until next
year; but the Dragons could
bounce back now and defend
their NIC conference title from
last season. Just becuase they
started out on the wrong foot
doesn't mean they can't get
back on the right one.

Right Linebacker Mike Long anxiously awaits the charge of the Concordia
line. Long, a sophomore from Pine River saw his first varsity action
Saturday.

During pregame rousing, a Moorhead State cheerleader jumps high in an
attempt to get the Dragon fans "high" for the upcoming battle.
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Dragons punched by Cobbers

MSC bowling team rolloffs to be held

JEFF TIEDEMANN

inconsistency hurt the Dragons heads."
"We feel these
"With the mistakes can be corrected, and
Despite the mistortune of last weekend.
losing to Concordia Saturday, exception of a few plays in the we intend to do it.".
the Dragons hope to repeat their first half, the game would have
been a lot different. Concordia
Fortier tentatively plans to
1971 season record.
came up with the big plays and stay with the same starting
lineups used against Concordia,
Last year after losing to the we didn't.".
although mid-week changes
Cobbers 28-7, the Dragons ran
The Dragons came out of the remain a possibility.
up an eight game undefeated
string en route to the NIC game with no major injuries,
When asked about bright spots,
crown. The string originated looking for a hard-hitting game
with Duluth.
Fortier commented "there are
with a 14-14 tie with the
A n i m p r e s s i v e s c o u t i n g not many when you lose," but
University of Minnesota-Duluth
Bulldogs, this weekends' report was received on the noted the play of Manke, who
B u l l d o g s o f f e n s e , w h i c h had an outstanding day with
Dragon opponent.
features running back Frank four receptions for 66 yeards
UMD blanked Wisconsin Spanish, older brother of and one touchdown.
Dragon halfback George
State-Superior 12-0 in its opener
In order to defeat Duluth this
last weekend showing a strong Spanish.
weekend, the Dragons will have
defense, which according to
Fortier was disappointed in to correct many of the flaws and
Dragon head coach Ross
not
winning last weekend's mistakes that plagued them last
Fortier, "has always been one
game, however, he stated weekend, according to the thirdof their strong suits.".
"we're not going to hang our year coach.
Fortier added that an overall
improvement in play would be
needed for a victory over the
Bulldogs, who sport a veteran
defense, with only one
sophomore starting.
F o r t i e r

s a i d

t h a t

intramurals
Registration closes today at 5
p.m. for flag football for both
men's and coed teams, with a
roster of not more then 15
participants allowed.
Competition begins Monday.
Gym facilities and equipment
will be available at Alex
Nemzek Hall from noon to 10
p.m., Monday - Friday and noon
to 5 p.m. Saturdays and
Sundays.
September 2! is listed as the
deadline for registration of
intramural bowling, which will
be held in the student union.
Upcoming events include a
tug-of-war contest Sept. 27 and a
trap shoot Sept. 28.
Co-ed free swimming sessions
at Nemzek are 9 - 10:30 p.m.
Monday and 8 -10 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday.

Rolloffs for the Moorhead
State College Intercollegiate
team will be held anytime up to
Sept. 23.

All expenses of the team are
subsidized by the recreation
committee of the Student Union
Programming Board.

To be selected for the team a
person will have to bowl six
consecutive lines at the
Comstock Memorial Union
lanes and have their scores
attested by a recreation center
employer.

Anyone interested in trying
out for the team should contact
Bruce Chambers in the
recreation center (236-2265).

The team will be competing
against teams from NDSU,
UND, Wahpeton Science,
Moorhead Tech and Valley City
State.
MSC placed third in
overall competition last year.
First
intercollegiate
competition will be Oct. 21 at
Moorhead State.

WATER BEDS

Fine Things To Decorate
Your Apartment
Or Dorm Rooms

We carry a complete line of waterbeds &
accessories by the world's largest manufacturer of
waterbeds.

Any Size Mattress
Safety Liners And
Heaters, Starting

$65.00

Unless a veteran gets a
"release from liability" when
he sells his home purchased
with a GI loan, he might have
trouble if the buyer who
assumes his loan defaults, the
Veterans
Administration
warned.

Super Large Pillows Passion Roofs
Persian Style Rugs

GUNTHAR,™
Fargo-Moorhead's
Only Waterbed Store
303 Roberts St. Fargo
Phone 232-3033

^

YOUR ROOM BECOMES A

MUSIC
CHAMBER

Asyncronized swimming club
isinthe process of being
organized, with the first
meeting Monday at 7 p.m.
DRAGOM SWIM TEAM
Registration is continuing this
week for the Dragon AAU
Swimming and Diving Team.
Any persons between the ages
of 5-20 may join. There will also
be a beginning swimming and a
beginning diving team, so skill
level is not important.
Cost is ten dollars per person,
but only seven dollars for each
additional child in a family.
The fee accounts for 270 hours of
instruction plus meets, movies,
trips and team projects. Any
questions can be directed at
Dan Purcell, 236-2455.

faculty bowling
leagues set
Comstock Memorial Union's
Recreation Center will be
forming two bowling leagues for
the faculty at M.S.C. this fall.
The bowling league will start
the week of September 24 - 30
and end the week of Nov. 5-11.
Each league will consist of 6
teams (4 players per team) and
the cost per person will be
ONLY $1.00 per week for 3
games. This price will include
shoes and tax.

All you need to make
it happen is Sanyo's
DXR-5111 4-Channel
Music System
MODEL DXR-5111
Imagine being surrounded by music from four speakers and experiencing the
sensation of actually being a part of the music. With the Sanyo DXR-5111 it's possible,
even on a scholar's budget.
Though low in price, this system provides many quality features. It comes
complete with AM/FM stereo receiver, four separate speakers, four amplifiers and
decoder matrix circuitry. This means you can get synthesized 4-channel
sound from 2-channel sources and play discrete 4-channel
material from tape or records too.
S'Y F 11R pj
There's more to the story, so get all the
l. M
details at your TEAM Electronics Center.
TEAM PRICE".

159'

TEAM
ELECTRONICS
115 South 8th St., Moorhead

AND NOW IN
WEST ACRES SHOPPING
CENTER
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teachers told
to upgrade
relations with
minorities
In an effort to upgrade
relationships between teachers
and minority group students, a
new certification regulation has
been imposed.
"Education, 521, Human
Relations Components in
Teacher Education" requires
Minnesota teachers to (1)
demonstrate
their
understanding of the
contributions and life styles of
various cultural, racial, and
economic groups, (2) recognize
and deal with dehumanizing
biases, (3) create learning
environments which contribute
to the self esteem of all persons
and to positive interpersonal
relations, and (4) demonstrate
that they respect human
diversity and personal rights.
Students wishing to procure
teacher certification who will
graduate before July 1, 1972,
need not comply with Education
521 before graduation.
However, they will be required
to do so in their first two years
of teaching. Students who will
graduate after July 1, 1972,
must meet these requirements
in order to receive certification.

ARE YOU
IN A...

UESTION:

WHAT IS QUAD?

UESTION:

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Detailed
information
regarding courses applicable to
Education 521 and alternative
methods for completion is
available through the office of
Dean Eileen Hume, Owens Hall
107.

activity room
opens in union
There is another facility in
Comstock Memorial Union that
will be in operation beginning
Fall quarter. The latest area to
be opened is the Activity Room
located on the second level just
east of the Ballroom.
Within this room are located
18 mohagany topped desks and
accompanying vertical filing
cabinets. There is also meeting
room facilities available for 20
people. The all campus
organizational boards are
located just outside the Activity
Room.
Bruce Chambers, operation
manger of the Student Union, is
hopeful that this area, will be
used by as many campus
organizations as possible and
also that the Activity Room will
develope into a permanent
"wander and discover"
location.
The area should be ideal for
fraternities, sororities, student
administrative
organizations
service clubs.
Any recognized campus
organization or group
interested in using one of these
units should contact as soon as
possible, Mrs. Dorothie
Nordick, Comstock Memorial
Union Reservationist, 236-2261.

UESTION:

WHAT ABOUT THE
STEREO/QUAD ADAPTER?

NSWER:
Very simply, quad is 4 speakers delivering the
sound rather than 2. There is more to quad
than just 4 speakers. When you listen to music at a concert,
the sound not only comes from in front of you, but it comes
from over your head, from underneath you and from behind
you as well. This is called ambience. Only quad can recreate
this ambience and deliver a living realismtothe music. Stereo
is too directional to give you this "surround sound" effect.

NSWER:
Virtually all quad receivers have the ability to
synthesize 4-channel sound from 2 channel
sources as well as playback discrete (4 separate channel)
material.
Synthesis is accomplished by a system of electronics
known as phase modulation, or phase shifting. This process
enables 2 channel source material (records, tapes, FM
stereo) to be played with concert hall sound realism.
A record is incoded with a special incoding process
when it is manufactured. When it is played back on an ordi
nary stereo turntable or changer, the incoded signal goes
into a special decoder which again separates the two
channels into 4 channels. This provides you with the type
of ambience which vou f|ear wilft live rpusic.

NSWER:
The first quad adapters that came out on the
market simply took the 2-channel output from
the speaker leads and electronically "ping-ponged" them
around to create something of a rear channel ambience. It
is generally recognized throughout the industry that it is
necessary to have 4 separate amplifiers to provide true
4-channel ambience. The "ping-ponged" adapter is per
fectly satisfactory for a low priced quad system. However,
it is incapable of reproducing true 4 channel sound.

NSWER:

IF I BUY QUAD GEAR
NOW, WILL I HAVE TO
BUY MORE AMPS AND
DECODERS LATER?
UESTION:

WHAT ABOUT THE
"DISCRETE" SYSTEM?

No, you will not have to buy more amplifiers.
Yes, you may have to buy a new decoder to
decode CD-4. However, the important thing to remember
is that any 4-channel gear that you buy now will not be
obsoleted in the future.

NSWER:
A discrete system has 4 singularly separate
channels, instead of 2 channels matrixed to
4 channels. Discrete sound is currently available on open
reel and 8-track cartridges providing you have the correct
playback tape deck. Discrete records (the CD-4 system) are
also available, but selection is limited and quality is variable
Once perfected, CD-4 records will be capable of producing
amazing sound effects.
It is important to remember that 4-channel or quad
sound will have many, many faces once it is fully developed
The synthesizing and matrixing part of quad will remain and
to it will be added the CD-4 and other systems.

TEAM . . . where you'll find a full selection of superb equipment and advice
from the "Professionals" who know all the things you should know about
sound, including the great new world of quad.
115 South 8th St., Moorhead

ELECTRONICS

ANDNOWIN
WEST ACRES SHOPPING
CENTER

